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Abstract
In the discourse on human perceptions of algorithmic fairness, researchers have begun to
analyze how these perceptions are shaped by sociotechnical context. In thinking through
contexts of work, a half-century of research on organizational decision-making tells us that
perceptions and interpretations made within these spaces are highly bounded by surrounding
contextual constraints. In this paper I report early findings from a survey I conducted to bridge
these two conversations, and scrutinize real-world perceptions of algorithmic decision-making
in situ in a space of work. I analyze these perceptions through the case of facial recognition (or
more accurately, facial verification) as account verification in gig work. In this survey I asked
100 Uber drivers, who all had been actually subjected to Uber’s facial verification process
known as Real Time Check ID, their fairness perceptions of this process. I designed the survey
to elicit their perceptions across five disparate dimensions of justice: informational, distributive,
procedural, reciprocal, and interactional. I also asked them about their strategies for integrating
Real Time Check ID into their work flow, including efforts at repair when the system breaks
down and their potential preferences for subversive practices. Of those workers who report
engaging in subversive tactics to avoid facial recognition, such as taking a picture of their car
seat, their hand, or their passenger instead of their own face, one dimension of fairness elicited
worse perceptions than any other: informational justice, a.k.a. transparency, of facial
recognition targeting (the process for deciding which workers trigger this extra layer of
verification). This research reveals tensions between transparency, security, and workers’
perceptions of the “fairness” of an algorithmic system: while “too much” transparency into how
workers are targeted for verification may permit bad actors to defraud the system, “too little”
explanation, this research shows, is no solution either. Results have crucial implications for the
allocation of transparency and the design of explanations in user-facing algorithmic fraud
detection, which must address tensions between information justice and security.
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1. Introduction
Questions around the fairness of algorithmic
decision-making grow urgent as these systems
proliferate across domains. "Fairness" suffers
from what's called the "impossibility theorem,"
describing the multiplicity of fairness
definitions — no fewer than 21 different
definitions by one measure — and the
impossibility
of
their
simultaneous
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reconciliation [24]. The trouble is, machine
learning success is contingent on building
predictive accuracy, and predictive accuracy
based on historical data is often antithetical to
confirming human values. Values, after all,
change over time, yet the definition, collection,
and labeling of different metrics as required for
machine learning elevate and bake into system
design the values of specific stakeholders, in
power at the time and place of design.

Prediction models provide binary outputs: in
terms of facial identification for account
verification in gig work, for example, the only
outputs possible are either “the worker’s face
matches the photo on file,” or “the worker’s
face doesn't match the photo on file,” as
delimited by a specified confidence threshold.
At some point the developers of this model had
to choose a threshold, to balance between too
many false positives (where a low confidence
threshold may yield cases where “this face
matches” the profile picture, even in cases
where it didn't), against false negatives (where
an overly high threshold yields cases where
“this face doesn't match” even in cases where it
did). It’s immediately apparent that when
deciding where to place the confidence
threshold, and which way to err in cases of
error, high-power stakeholders like developers,
executives, shareholders and even customers
might have very different ideas of what
constitutes a “fair” balance than workers, who
have less say over system design.
A stream of research has begun to address
how definitions of fairness are social constructs
[4, 11], and the social, contextual conditions
which contribute to the construction of fairness
perceptions [17, 18, 35]. I contribute to this
discourse by broadening the unit of analysis [2]
of fairness perceptions, to incorporate this
wider context in my study of gig workers and
their interpretations of the fairness of facial
recognition.2 To bridge this work theoretically,
I incorporate a theory of organizational
decision-making known as the “fairness
heuristic theory” [20].
Prior research on gig workers’ online
discussions of facial recognition illuminated
potential for a rare empirical look at fairness
interpretations in situ. In particular, qualitative
analysis of Uber drivers’ online discussions of
facial recognition reveal that when they talk
about their experiences with the technology, or
“Real Time Check ID” as the protocol is called,
they discuss — some obliquely, some directly
— terms related to “fairness.” This is especially
apparent among workers who disagree with the
requirement. In one salient example, one driver
posted to an online discussion board the
question, “How can I beat facial recognition?”

When another driver replied, “Why would you
need to beat facial recognition?” the first
responded, “Any tactic used by a driver to
combat the crooked set up is fair game” [34].
To shed light on the entanglement between
perceptions
of
algorithmic
fairness,
sociotechnical context, and organizational
decision-making, I designed a survey to
illuminate relationships between how workers
perceive the fairness of Real Time Check ID,
across two involved processes: facial
recognition targeting, i.e. the process deciding
who gets chosen to comply with the protocol,
and verification, i.e. the actual process using
biometric data to verify identity. The goal of
this survey is to gather fairness perceptions
across a set of dimensions drawn from literature
in human perceptions of fairness and
organizational justice, as well as workers’
practices, negotiations, and tactics around this
technology. In this paper, I share descriptive
findings
comparing
workers’
fairness
perceptions and their behaviors, with a focus on
perceptions of information justice, i.e.
“explanations provided to people that convey
information about why procedures were used”
to arrive at a decision [8]. Once we have data
around perceptions and behaviors, we can begin
to explore the relationships between respective
perceptions, and identify whether specific
perceptions have explanatory power for
workers' behaviors.
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the face in the driver’s profile photo). Because I queried drivers
about two distinct algorithmic protocols involving verification as
well as targeting I use “facial recognition” as an umbrella term
for both processes. I also use “selfie verification” as it’s
colloquially called by drivers.

Facial recognition is a general term which can apply to both
facial verification (1:1 matching) as well as identification (1:n
matching). The protocol I analyze in this research is more
accurately described as facial verification (i.e. 1:1 matching,
verifying that a face in an image uploaded from a phone matches

2. Human
Perceptions
Algorithmic
Fairness
Sociotechnical Context

of
in

An emerging body of research is beginning
to uncover how social context and human
perceptions of algorithmic fairness interact.
The interwoven nature of perceptions,
behaviors, and structures which either constrain
or promote these cognitive and functional
processes contribute to the messy realities of
institutional life for both algorithms and users.
These studies have been essential to establish
that users’ ideas of fairness are highly
contextual social constructs [35] and that even
within equitable contexts algorithms can be

subject to different interpretations [4]. Workers
have little control over the algorithms that
manage their work, and their perceptions of the
fairness of algorithms within a work context are
influenced by the relative control they’re
granted over the algorithmic decision [16].
Beunza [3] suggests that, when workers are
directed by an algorithm that they perceive as
unfair, this may increase their willingness to
engage in unethical behavior. Several
researchers have drawn important frameworks
from management science literature, in
particular the concept of organizational justice
[11]. Organizational justice offers useful
handles for analyzing multiple dimensions of
how a worker is treated by a single algorithm
within an organization [17]. One key insight is
that users perceive algorithmic fairness along
multiple dimensions, including: 1) distributive
justice, i.e. fairness in the distribution of
outcomes, 2) procedural justice, i.e. fairness of
the logic underpinning a decision, 3)
informational justice, i.e. understanding how
decisions are made, and 4) interactional justice,
i.e. whether participants feel decision-making
processes treat them with dignity and respect
[4].
When it comes to operationalizing context
for research purposes, participants in such
studies have most often been presented with
speculative scenarios on which to base their
perceptions. In available survey and
participatory workshop studies, participants
have been given a fictional second-person
scenario, such as, "imagine you are applying for
a personal financial loan," or "promotion at
work," or "car insurance premiums," [4]. Some
studies go further, and recruit participants from
marginalized communities, and ask them how
they feel about the types of contexts in which
algorithmic decisions often take place, again
via speculative scenarios (i.e. discriminatory
advertising) [35]. This is where my research
picks up the torch and contributes to the
discourse
on
algorithmic
fairness
in sociotechnical context: by investigating
fairness perceptions in situ, in real contexts
with people actually engaged in and subject
to the actual algorithms about which
they're queried. In this research, I focus on the
context of work.

3. Decision-Making
Organizations

in

Organizational theorists have long posited
that decision-making in organizations is a
messy process, heavily contingent on local
interpretations,
values,
and
available
knowledge. Decisions around technology in
organizations are no exception. Theorists in this
school have drawn from language in Science,
Technology, and Society (STS) Studies, to
better understand how the social and the
technical are co-constitutive in spaces of work
[26]. Local practices and interpretations are
influential components of how new technology
becomes integrated into organizations [1, 25].
Workers alter their use of technologies
depending on what they believe the tools are
for, and resist prescriptive uses (i.e. directives
from the organization) if those directives don’t
match their interpretations [19]. The power of
interpretation can also be seen through the
multiple accounts of friction and resentment
created when workers’ interpretations of a
technology’s use don’t match those of the
organization [7, 16]. The theory of bounded
rationality, from mid-century organizational
theory, illuminates how risk and uncertainty
prevent anyone in an organization from making
perfectly
rational
decisions
[32].
Organizational inputs and outputs are
unpredictable, and information is never perfect
and often incomplete.
How do organizational members make
choices in such a chaotic environment?
“Fairness heuristic theory” [20] argues that
people working in an organization address the
cognitive load of decision-making, in particular
tensions between their individual autonomy and
their group identity, by drawing on a cognitive
shortcut of fairness derived from their
perceptions of how fairly they’ve been treated
in other decisions in the organization. The
fairness heuristic provides a framework to
scrutinize users’ perceptions in AI-infused
sociotechnical systems of work, and the
relationship between these perceptions and
subsequent behaviors. My first step is to assess
fairness perceptions across multiple dimensions
and organizational processes, to establish a
basis of comparison. This research embraces a
sociotechnical lens on algorithmic fairness,
recognizing the intertwined influence of the
social and technical components of a system

[9]. What a technology means, how it’s
interpreted and communicated, and what
problems it addresses, arise from the interplay
of both social and technical aspects of a system.
Without attention to the local, contingent nature
of knowledge in sites of integration, the design
of algorithmic systems is likely to suffer from a
number of abstractions which may eventually
damage actors in that system [30].

4. Background
Facial recognition as a form of account
security has been used by Uber on drivers under
the name “Real Time Check ID” since it was
rolled out in select regions in 2016.3 This
involves two primary interwoven algorithmic
processes: 1) targeting, which uses behavioral
data and algorithmic modeling to detect
potentially fraudulent activity on the app and
select drivers whose behavior is flagged for
additional checks, and 2) verification, the
algorithmic processes which verify, or confirm,
that the face of the person behind the wheel and
logged into the platform matches the photo on
the profile, of the person who's been approved
to work by Uber.
What does this look like in practice? When
a driver logs onto the app, a circle pops up on
the screen with a text command to the driver to
position their face inside the circle. A photo is
taken using the driver’s phone camera. That
photo (or a data-based representation of that
photo) is sent to Microsoft, where computervision software-as-a-service compares it with
the “official” photo of the driver on the account.
If it is decided that the faces “match,” the driver
is considered “verified,” and allowed to log into
the platform and start working. If it is decided
that the faces “don’t match,” the driver must
take another photo. They are not permitted to
log into the platform until a match is reached.
They must either continue to re-take photos
until they get verified, or, if verification
continues to fail, go to a customer-service
center in person to get assistance.

5. Survey Methods
This descriptive, exploratory survey
measures and compare workers’ perceptions of
3

Implementation of this protocol varies in accordance with local
data protection legislation. In the U.K., for example, with GDPR

five types of fairness across of Real Time
Check ID targeting and verification. I adapted
fairness perception questions from recent work
[4] drawing on the psychology of justice
research, identifying the multiple, simultaneous
parameters of fairness perception: Procedural
justice concerns the processes of making a
decision. Distributive justice concerns how
results are allocated across participants or
between groups, also known in some circles as
outcome fairness. Interactional justice
concerns the extent to which the affected
individual is treated with respect by the
decision-makers. Informational justice pertains
to the information available to participants
about the decision-making process. Reciprocal
justice pertains to individuals’ comparisons
between their inputs versus their outputs in their
involvement with an exchange, and whether
they’re getting a fair return for their efforts. The
last dimension, of Reciprocal justice, was
motivated by literature examining perceptions
of fairness within organizations, in particular
around equity [13]. I added this dimension to
capture perceptions related to the labor that
users put into selfie verification in exchange for
access to the platform, and to recognize that
workers do not passively receive an algorithmic
judgment but rather are active creators and
maintainers of the conditions that allow
algorithms to make that judgment.
All five of these fairness dimensions were
worded into statements for each decisionmaking process, for which participants could
select a response along a five-point scale of
“Strongly Agree,” “Somewhat Agree,”
“Neither Agree nor Disagree,” “Somewhat
Disagree,” or “Strongly Disagree,” as follows:
Real Time Check ID Targeting:
Distributive: The process for deciding who
gets chosen for selfie verification treats all
drivers equally.
Informational: I understand how drivers are
chosen for selfie verification.
Interactional: The process for how drivers
are chosen for selfie verification shows respect
for me and the work that I do.
Reciprocal: The benefits that I receive from
selfie verification are fair, as compared with the
time and effort I spend operating and/or
trouble-shooting.
data protections, drivers can request human review instead of
algorithmic review.

Procedural: The way Uber decides which
drivers get the pop-up for selfie verification is a
fair way to decide who has to verify their
account.
Real Time Check ID Verification:
Distributive: Selfie verification treats all
drivers equally.
Informational: I understand how selfie
verification works to verify my identity.
Interactional: Selfie verification shows
respect for me and the work that I do.
Reciprocal: The benefits that I receive from
selfie verification are fair, as compared with the
time and effort I spend operating and/or
trouble-shooting.
Procedural: Using selfie verification to
verify a driver's identity is a fair way to ensure
that drivers' accounts are secure.
Participants for this survey were recruited
and participated in this survey using the
platform Qualtrics. A number of platforms exist
for researchers to recruit survey participants, all
of which feature different benefits and
drawbacks. While some findings vary as to
which web-based survey platforms yield results
that are representationally similar to the U.S.
population, others have found that Qualtrics’
participant
population
is
the
most
demographically and politically representative
[5]. Because demographics and racial justice
have been so important to recent studies in
algorithmic bias, in particular facial
recognition, Qualtrics was selected as the
platform both for recruitment and for the survey
itself. All participants had previously signed up
to be available potential participants on
Qualtrics. Typically, respondents choose to join
a survey through a double opt-in process. Upon
registration, they enter basic data about
themselves,
including
demographic
information, education, job title, hobbies, and
interests. Whenever a survey is created that that
individual would qualify for based on the
information they have given, they are notified
via email and invited to participate. The email
invitation is generic, with no specifics as to the
topic of the survey itself. They are told that they
qualify for a survey, given a link, and asked to
follow the link if they would like to participate.
They are also told the duration of the survey.
Participants in this survey were compensated
for their time and effort on a points system,

redeemable towards air miles and gift cards.
Recruitment quotas for race, ethnicity, and selfidentified gender were established using the
most recent available data on Uber’s labor
market in the United States [12] to gather a
population resembling, as much as possible, the
U.S. Uber labor market.

6. Results
One hundred participants took part in this
survey over the course of five days in July 2020.
This is a small dataset, and is not intended to be
taken as statistically representative of the
entirety of the U.S. Uber labor market.
However, this data is proportionally similar to
that market, can provide some descriptive idea
of the perceptions of drivers in a group, and can
lend clarity to potential next steps in research.
In accordance with survey practices set by Pew
and others, race and ethnicity were broken into
separate questions for the survey, with Hispanic
ethnicity in a separate question from that of race
identity. These choices were then re-condensed
for analysis purposes to assure that the final
dataset resembled available information on the
Uber U.S. labor market. All group
representation resembles their representation in
the United States Uber driver population along
lines of race and gender identity to within three
percentage points. The use of screening
questions ensured that 100% of participants
self-report currently driving for Uber and that
they have actually been required at least once to
comply with Real Time Check ID. 100% are
within the United States to assure
proportionality to available statistics on Uber’s
labor market. The survey totaled 34 questions
covering drivers’ experiences and perceptions,
with some demographic questions. Average
time to complete the survey was 3.05 minutes,
with a median time of 4.03 minutes.
Seven percent of participants were under the
age of 25, 34% were 25-34, 48% were 35-44,
seven percent were 45-54, and four percent
were 66-64.
In their responses to fairness statements, one
type of statement provoked a far lower rate of
agreement than any other statement across any
dimension or process (see Figure 1): drivers
disagree most with the statement on
information justice of Real Time Check ID
targeting. This fairness statement was phrased
as “I understand how drivers are chosen for

selfie verification,” a colloquial way of
describing a state in which drivers are provided
with enough information to understand how
targeting decisions are made. Put simply,
drivers disagree with the idea that targeting
decisions made about them are transparent or
understandable.
Figure 2: Drivers’ total rates of agreement
specifically
with
information
justice
statements about Real Time Check ID targeting
(top) and verification (bottom) for all
respondents (dark grey) and “subversive”
drivers, i.e. those who report they prefer not
to comply (light grey).
Figure 1: Drivers’ total rates of agreement with
fairness statements about Real Time Check ID
targeting (top) and verification (bottom) across
five dimensions of justice.
What relationship, if any, can be seen
between this perception and drivers’ behaviors?
To gather information about behaviors, I asked
a subset of drivers (n=75) about their Real Time
Check ID compliance preferences, with the
question “In the event that you PREFER not to
comply with selfie verification, which tactics
have you used?” Nearly two-thirds (65.3%)
responded that they had used subversive tactics
to avoid showing their face to the camera. Over
one-third (38.7 percent) reported that they had
submitted, instead of their face, “an unusual
photo with selfie verification hoping the system
will approve it (like of the car seat, or
the passenger).”
I then looked specifically at this group’s
information justice perceptions. Among these
“subversive” drivers, rates of agreement with
information justice statements about targeting
and verification drop, across the board
(see Figure 2).

Among the entire set of drivers, the total rate
of agreement around the information justice of
Real Time Check ID targeting is 74%; among
subversive drivers, that rate drops to 68.9%.
Among all drivers, the total rate of agreement
around the information justice of verification
is 86%. Among subversive drivers, that
rate drops to 79.3%.

7. Conclusion and Discussion
This research describes three findings
regarding drivers’ perceptions and behaviors
around the fairness of algorithmic security
protocols in their work. First, among five
justice statements around the protocols of facial
recognition (Real Time Check ID targeting and
verification), the lowest rates of driver
agreement concern the information justice of
Real Time Check ID targeting. Drivers disagree
at comparatively high rates with statements that
they understand how they’re being targeted for
selfie verification.
Second, this research yields potential
evidence for an observable relationship
between perceptions and their subsequent
behaviors. Among workers who self-report that
they prefer not to comply with facial
recognition protocols (and act on that
preference), there is a marked drop in
agreement with information justice statements
regarding targeting, as compared to the entire
group of participants.
Third, within this group, similar drops are
observable across two disparate algorithmic
processes: Real Time Check ID targeting as
well as Real Time Check ID verification. More
research is needed to better understand whether

such similarities constitute a fairness heuristic.
Such research may investigate for example
whether drivers have similar fairness
perceptions across different processes of
algorithmic management such as task allocation
and pricing, or whether fairness perceptions of
algorithmic processes have any relationship
with subsequent behaviors for other processes
related to that workflow or work platform.
It’s difficult to overstate how much gig work
platforms use information asymmetries and
algorithmic mechanisms in order to re-allocate
risk, uncertainty, and ambiguity onto workers
[21, 27, 28, 22]. The passage of Proposition 22
in California has in particular cemented the
definition of gig work there as contract work
without employer protections. Research about
“fairness” perceptions of algorithmic protocols
in such contexts must recognize these
asymmetries, and further, how the availability
(or lack thereof) of other options may influence
how “fair” workers perceive their algorithmic
options to be. Future research could explore
how precarity and economic reliance contribute
to perceptions of transparency, fairness,
and justice.
A wealth of research has demonstrated how
recognition technologies are built on extractive
means for carceral ends, using surveillance
technologies to build ever-larger datasets which
met out harms due to the faulty functionality of
the technology, largely for Black, Indigenous,
and people of color [6, 28]. The market for
emotion recognition, for example, continues to
grow, despite the fact that the scientific
foundation for such recognition claims are
dubious at best and violate human rights at
worst [23]. Recognition technologies also
produce violence for groups such as trans and
nonbinary people through the functional design
of categorization, which is a poor match for the
recognition of human identity which is fluid
and malleable [15, 31]. Black and transgender
workers have already been locked out of Uber
due to Real Time Check ID [14, 33]. Recent
research has brought about critically needed
legislative responses to protect people. More
research is needed into how the intrinsic
injustices of recognition technology intersect
with the injustices of algorithmic management
and precarious work to produce distributed
harms.
Specifically, these findings provoke
questions about the relationships between
algorithmic transparency, information justice,

and effective security protocols. A tension
emerges between informational justice for
drivers and the need to obscure the details of
how Real Time Check ID targeting works. If
targeting algorithms processes and factors were
made more transparent to drivers, this might
become a vulnerability which bad actors could
exploit. “Too much” transparency into how
drivers are targeted for verification may permit
bad actors to defraud the system. Yet, “too
little” explanation, this research shows, is no
solution either: a lack of information justice
(what we could call, information injustice)
seems to correlate with “subversive” practices,
which may be categorized as deviance and
result in drivers being barred from the platform.
These results have crucial implications for
the design of explanations and transparency in
user-facing algorithmic fraud detection, which
must address tensions between informational
justice and security.
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